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	With the stunningly beautiful architecture of Krakow, the cultural attractions of Warsaw, the somber Holocaust museums, spectacular hiking in the Tatra Mountains, and the seaside resorts of the Baltic Coast, Poland offers a range of attractions to suit every traveler's tastes. Frommer's Poland provides detailed maps, thoroughly researched reviews of reputable accommodations, dining recommendations, and suggested itineraries that allow readers to tailor a vacation uniquely suited to their needs, all written with Frommer's trusted insider perspective and outspoken opinions.
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SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services in ActionManning Publications, 2006
"A great resource to help you unlock the hidden gems in SQL Server Reporting Services."
 Brian Welcker
 Group Program Manager
 Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services
 With Microsoft SQL Server 2005 you can structure and store terabytes of data-but how do you make sense of that much information? Reporting Services...
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Auditing Information SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Auditing Information Systems, Second Edition, explains clearly how to audit the controls and security over all types of information systems environments. The concepts and techniques in the book enable auditors, information security professionals, managers, and audit committee members of every knowledge and skill level to truly...
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Innovation Happens Elsewhere: Open Source as Business StrategyMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
It's a plain fact: regardless of how smart, creative, and innovative your organization is, there are more smart, creative, and innovative people outside your organization than inside. Open source offers the possibility of bringing more innovation into your business by building a creative community that reaches beyond the barriers of the business....
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ISA System Architecture (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1995

	*ISA System Architecture describes the hardware architecture of ISA (Industry Standard Architecture), providing a clear, concise explanation of an ISA system in detail. The authors provide a comprehensive treatment of the bus including: **-bus cycles *-addressing *-I/O *-RAM, ROM, and cache memory *-cache architectures *-decode and reset...
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Vegetable Bliss: Simple Seed to Table InspirationBalboaPress, 2012

	vegetable bliss [vej-tuh-buhl blis], n. 1. extreme enjoyment and ecstasy when preparing and eating locally grown vegetables. 2. intense pleasure and satisfaction when selecting veggies from farmer's markets, community-supported farms or your own gar
...
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Security+Fast PassSybex, 2004
The Perfect Preparation and Review Resource
    
    Security+ Fast    Pass is the streamlined tool you need to bone up for the Security+ exam    [SYO-101]. The enclosed CD lets you practice, practice, practice, and    you’ll keep the book—packed with concise, objective-focused coverage    and...
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